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As the academic holiday has come to an end (2013), 
here we are, “ready” to launch the second number of The 
European Journal of Accounting, Finance & Business 
(EJAFB). 

If the publication of the previous edition was, let’s face 
it, greatly, due to our colleagues from the University “Stefan 
cel Mare” of Suceava (FSEAP), it is now our turn – the 
partners from the West University of Timisoara (FEAA) – as 

reliable collaborators, to tend to this edition, including the writing of the present 
editor’s review.  

Mention must be made of the fact that, as a result of multiple 
collaborations, we have peer-reviewed and selected for publication the papers we 
now have the pleasure and the honor to bring to your attention, distinguished 
readers of EJAFB.  

We have clearly welcomed especially those contributors from abroad, 
whose papers of distinct value have already been printed. This explains the 
presence in this edition of the work of Italian researchers –Gustavo BARRESI and 
Carmelo MARISCA (University of Messina) – or Portugal - José R. Pires 
MANSO, João MONTEIRO and Sara FERREIRA (Universidade Beira Interior). 
On the other hand, the present edition also includes papers written by our 
Romanian counterparts, from the public universities of Tg. Mureș or Suceava, as 
well as those developed by Mihaela GONDOR, Gheorghe MOROȘAN or Camelia 
IGNATESCU. Each of these papers focuses on topics encompassed by the 
EJAFB. All you have to do in order to ascertain the above mentioned scientific 
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contributions is to open the pages of our journal once again and, in keeping with 
the spirit of each edition, we promise to bring to your attention scientific papers of 
increasingly high quality. 

 
Yours faithfully, 
 
Editor in chief, 
Assoc. Professor PhD. OVIDIU BUNGET,  
West University of Timişoara 
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